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RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN ASIA MINOR. 
PERGAMUM, EPHESUS, AND MILETUS. 
THIS paper does not profess to give anything more than a brief account 
of the important results obtained by the German and Austrian excavators up 
to the time of my visit to these sites in June. I should like in particular to 
direct the attention of English archaeologists to Western Asia Minor as a 
field of research that is practically untouched, especially as regards remains 
of the Hellenistic period. Brilliant results await the scientific explorer of 
important sites such as Sardis, Tralles, Laodicea, and Apamea, and all these 
are extremely easy of access. The English traveller cannot help feeling 
ashamed of English archaeology when he sees the unintelligible mass of ruins 
and brushwood that covers the site of the Artemisium at Ephesus. 
My warmest thanks are due to Drs. Dbrpfeld, Benndorf, Wiegand, and 
Heberdey for permission to use their plans and photographs : I am also under 
great obligations to Dr. von Schneider for illustrations of the Ephesus 
sculptures. I greatly regret that an accident at Ephesus, which rendered me 
lame for the best part of a week, made a closer personal examination of that 
site and Miletus impossible. 
Pergam unm. 
Since the close of Dr. Humann's and Dr. Conze's famous excavations on 
the acropolis at Pergamum, Dr. Dorpfeld 1 has been engaged in the name of 
the German Archaeological Institute in clearing the Agora of the lower city 
and the part about the southern entrance to it where the great road to the 
Acropolis begins to climb the hill. Besides this Dr. Winnefeld has resumed 
the search for fragments of the altar and intends to excavate the terrace 
between the site of the altar and the shrine of Athena Nikephoros above, and 
afterwards to explore the lower terrace to the east of the road just before the 
great entrance gate to the Acropolis proper. 
Fortunately for the excavators the modern town of Bergama lies on the 
site of the Roman town in the semicircular hollow between the Asclepieum 
1 Ath. Mitt. 1902, p. 1 scqq. 
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hill, the Acropolis and the lower hill to the east, and it only just encroaches 
on the fringe of the Hellenistic city by the great south gate. The ancient 
approach to the great south gate is obscured by modern houses, but in all 
probability the roadway zigzagged up the gentle slope, while a shorter foot- 
path led straight up. At a point just between the Greek and Armenian 
cemeteries the road enters the wall of Eumenes II. To the right (to threaten 
the shieldless side of the enemy ?) a great square tower (A) stands out, and 
on the left was a smaller tower (B) to guard the return of the wall as it ran 
north-west. Passing the great tower the roadway entered a great square 
paved court and then immediately turned out of it again to the left, resuming 
its somewhat tortuous course upwards: reference to the plan will explain the 
position (Fig. 1). From the small tower (B) that guards the return of the 
wall, a short wall runs across and bonds with the west wall of the court just 
between the two gates. Just above this wall the pavement of an older road- 
way is visible: this was clearly the course of the great road till the enlarge- 
ment of the enceinte of the city undertaken by Eumenes II., for all the water 
pipes and sewers run straight down the hill at the side of this older pavement. 
The gate court itself was further defended by a yet larger tower (C) that 
stood out at the south-east angle. The south wall of the court between this 
tower (C) and tower A is pierced by a small gate, obviously the entrance for 
a footpath leading up the hill. This small gate, however, was walled up 
later in the Greek period, for the masonry is Greek: and not only was this 
gate walled up, but also a strong outside wall of the same thickness as the 
wall of the court was built between towers A and C. Further against the 
east side of the court a series of five whole and two engaged octagonal 
pillars supported a plain Doric entablature. Dr. Dorpfeld conjectures from 
traces of drain and water pipes that this roofed in a drinking fountain. 
The great road runs beyond this gate for a short distance north-west and 
then turns north-east, always ascending. Both here and higher up the con- 
struction of this road calls for remark: it is regularly paved with large un- 
even blocks of trachyte, while underneath this pavement run sometimes as many 
as six water pipes, and all along there is at the side a large square-built sewer. 
The sight of this magnificent road always steadily ascending to the Acropolis 
is one of the most imposing monuments of the greatness of Pergamum. 
Shortly after the great road turns north-east it passes on the left a large 
terrace cut westwards into the slope of the hill. This is the ' Second 
Agora.' It is entered by a small flight of steps at the north-east corner, and 
consists of a large open oblong court paved with flat stone slabs and sur- 
rounded by a two-storied colonnade fronting rows of shops. The shops on the 
east are in good condition and have been roofed in to make a museum for 
small objects not worth removal. The whole agora is roughly eighty-eight 
metres long by fifty-five broad. Owing to the formation of the ground, the shops 
at the north-east corner are on a higher level and approached by a stone 
staircase: near by is the entrance to an underground water channel which 
comes down from a rock-cut cistern in the hill above. On the south side 
the shops are on a lower level and back on to the supporting wall of the 
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colonnade, and so face outwards to another colonnade that presumably 
fronted a street running west from the great road. On the east the row of 
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shops is on a lower level and fronts the great street, but backs on to a 
supporting wall partly built of polygonal masonry, which is some distance in 
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front of the colonnade surrounding the court. But on both these sides there 
was clearly a second storey on the same level as the court: perhaps on the 
south side there were no shops on the second storey but only an open double 
colonnade. The centre of the court was in later times the site of an early 
Christian Church. 
At the north-east corner of the agora a road turns off eastwards along the 
slope of the hill to the east gate which has been examined by Dr. Kolbe. It 
lies on the line of the modern road, and is of a similar type to the gates on 
the north-west (see below). From the north-east corner of the Agora the 
great road, still ascending, runs above it to the west, then at the north-west, 
corner turns sharp round to the right and runs up close under the late 
Roman fortification wall (see plan). Below the square tower of this wall, a 
great trench has been cut along the line of a narrow street which runs up the 
hill somewhat to the south-west of the corner of the great supporting wall of 
the gymnasium terrace above. Further along on the left of the great road 
and under the second round tower of the later fortification wall is the city 
fountain. This backs on to the wall of the terrace above, and consists of a 
basin (21 x 315m.) with twelve columns inside to support the roof. The 
upper part of it seems to have been of marble. On the same level as this. 
fountain and on a narrow terrace running west above the level of the great 
road are remains of a gymnasium To 
' 
vpdo'rtov rTv 7railawv. The existing 
remains are chiefly those of a narrow Doric Stoa built against the buttresses 
of the supporting wall of the second terrace. Access to this second terrace 
is obtained by a vaulted staircase fronted by semi-circular steps, that leads up 
northwards just between the fountain and the gymnasium (Fig. 2). On this 
second terrace towards the south-east stood a Corinthian Temple of the late 
Hellenistic period: it was apparently prostyle-tetrastyle and was about 
14m. long by 7 wide. It seems to have. been built of marble on limestone 
foundations. Also on this terrace are remains of partially excavated rooms 
and a stoa backing on to the retaining wall of the third gymnasium terrace. 
On this third terrace lie the imposing remains of the great Corinthian 
Colonnade of the yvvado-atov 7rv vewv already previously identified by 
Humann. The noble proportions of this gymnasium are astonishing: and 
Dr. Dorpfeld's future excavations here should produce results of great im- 
portance. 
Further Dr. Thiersch has examined the two gates on the north-west 
of the Wall of Eumenes II. On this side the city wall runs down the 
hill from the sharp point below the Temple of Faustina to another pre- 
cipitous point (just on the modern road) where it turns sharply south-east down 
the Selinus valley. The upper north-west gate lies about half way down, it is 
placed obliquely at the inside of an angle in the wall so that the left of the 
entrance is well guarded by the wall and the tower at the corner, while the 
right of the entrance is still further protected by a square tower. The- 
lower north-west gate lies at the precipitous point on the niodern road. The 
situation is somewhat similar: the gate lies behind a tower which thus 
guards the entrance from the left, while from the right it is covered by the 
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short stretch of wall between the gate and the great tower that stands out 
at the return of the wall. 
Of other discoveries the most important are the famous 'Astynomi' 
nscription, and another dealing with moneychangers and the supply of 
small change which recalls vividly to the traveller the vagaries of Turkish 
currency. Sculpture is well represented by the magnificent Alexandroid 
head published by Dr. Conze (Ant. Denlk. II. pl. 48. p. 9) and the warrior 
FIG. 2.-PERGAMUM. VAULTED ENTRANCE TO THE SECOND GYMNASIUM-TERRACE. 
Below on the right one end of the city-fountain. 
torso whose muscular development is most strikingly modelled (Thiersch. 
Ath. Mitt. 1902, p. 152). The 'New fragment of the Dedication Inscrip- 
tion of the great Altar' mentioned in the Philologische Wochenschrift of 
27th Dec., 1902 (v. C1. Rev. Feb. 1903, p. 90) and said to date the altar to 
the reign of Attalus II is more or less of a myth. What has been found is 
merely a fragment of an inscription previously known as belonging to 
Attalus II's reign (Inschrift. v. Perg. No. 216) and apparently from a dedication 
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of sculpture of that king, but which Dr. Dorpfeld has suggested may have 
belonged to the great altar and been placed underneath the colonnade (not 
over it, as the true Dedication Inscription was). The attribution however rests 
on no sure grounds and is after all only a guess, and a guess that I believe to 
be incorrect. Dr. Winnefeld's coming excavations on the terrace between the 
altar and the shrine of Athena will probably throw more light on this and 
several other points. 
Ephesus. 
The Austrian excavations at Ephesus (Fig. 3) which have been so ably 
and scientifically carried on since 1895 by Drs. Benndorf and Heberdey, with 
the assistance of Prof. George Niemann and Dr. Wilberg as architects, have not 
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FIG. 3.-EPHESUS. (After Capt. A. Schindler.) 
only revealed the stage of the theatre, the Roman forum, and the quay, but 
have cleared up several important topographical points. 
The theatre, one of the largest in Asia Minor, is a building of Roman con- 
struction over the theatre built by Lysimachus. It contains sixty-six rows of 
seats divided by two diazomata ; and by twelve rows of steps into eleven cunei. 
The seats are of limestone covered with marble. They are reached by two 
vaulted entrances from the west which lead to the first and second diazomata: 
there are also other vaulted entrances from the north and south to the second 
diazoma. On the walls of one of these entrances is an interesting inscription 
cut by the workmen, which helps to date the building. The seats do not reach 
to the level of the orchestra, which is separated from them by a wall 1-75'm. 
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high. Inside this is a balustrade with statue bases. The stage buildings consist 
principally of a central corridor, which had a second storey with a richly decor- 
ated marble front and is entered by three doors. The old central corridor 
can be traced and was broader and contained six or eight rooms. Before the 
skene three rows of marble pillars (the two back rows rounded, the front one 
square) with curious almost proto-Ionic capitals support the logeion, the ends of 
which run into the seats and so cut off a third of the orchestra. The logeion 
is approached from the north and south by ramps from outside, from the 
orchestra at each end and in the centre by steps. Between the front row of 
pillars below the logeion and the front wall is the space for the curtain to 
drop. Under the logeion in the centre is a wide entrance from the orchestra 
to the rooms under the skene. Below the present level of the orchestra 
can be seen the circular drain of the old orchestra, and also traces of its. 
paving, which shews that in the Greek period the seats extended right down 
to it. 
Against the supporting wall of the skene and towards its northern end 
and fronting the road running north and south past the theatre is a Hellenistic: 
fountain house in very good condition. The fountain heads can still be seen: 
its front was formed by a small Ionic colonnade and entablature. 
Below the theatre to the west the Austrians have cleared the terrace 
either side and below it part of a wide well-paved road running north and 
south past the theatre towards the stadium and Mount Coressus. At right 
angles to this road and leading due west from the theatre is the great 
colonnaded road to the harbour. It is 500 metres long, 20 metres wide and 
was bordered each side by Corinthian porticoes 5 metres deep: an inscription 
shews it took its name from Arcadius (395-408 A.D.). Some system of lighting 
it by lamps appears to have been used. 
To the south-west of the junction of these roads and directly adjoining 
them is a large oblong open court. To the north-east between the Harbour 
road and Mr. Wood's Prytaneum is a large marble building of uncertain use 
and of the Roman period. In the centre is a large open paved court, bordered 
on three sides by a Corinthian colonnade with unfluted columns and mosaic 
pavement, but on the north by several rows of marble seats rising up on. 
vaulted substructures of brick; even the suggestion that it was a Bouleu- 
terion hardly seems satisfactory. As one proceeds harbourwards on the 
great road one passes the traces of another cross road running north and 
south, and much built over by Byzantine houses. Where these roads cross 
are to be seen the square bases that supported four late monumental columns 
decorated with niches filled with statues.2 By following this cross road 
southwards one passes through a gate in the Byzantine wall and reaches 
on the left a marble gateway on the road from the 'Agora,' to the harbour, 
as proved by the inscriptions found. On following the line of this road 
eastwards the great marble gate of the agora itself is reached, approached 
by a flight of much worn steps flanked by narrow projecting colonnades 
v. Jahreshefte V, Beiblatt, p. 58. 
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of six columns. Either side is a large square water basin, the marble 
slabs of the southern one still shew the marks where water vessels were 
drawn up. Both these gates are Roman reconstructions of Greek work. The 
road continued westward and ended at the Roman building on the quay to 
the south. I understand it is in this region that the excavations will be 
continued this year: we may expect important results from the complete 
clearing of the agora and its entrances. Then by returning to the great road 
and following it westwards one reaches on the right, just before the 'great gym- 
nasium,' which inscriptions shew to have been the Thermae Constantinianae, 
and opposite an exedra on the left, an open court in the shape of an oval 
with the ends cut off, surrounded by a mosaic paved colonnade:3 at the north 
there is an exit flanked by two sarcophagus-shaped basins decorated with the 
ubiquitous bucrania and garland pattern, into a wide colonnade marble paved, 
called the Atrium Thermarum in inscriptions found here. Apparently on the 
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FIG. 4.-RESTORATION. 
rebuilding of the city in 263 A.D. after the sack by the Goths, new Thermae 
were built here which encroached on the south-west corner of the Forum. 
For the oval court already described was then built apparently to supply the 
place of the southern market hall of the Forum. The plan 4 of the forum is 
best seen by climbing one of the brick piers of the great Baths-the forum 
was a square whose sides were 70 metres long, bordered by Corinthian 
colonnades 9-80 m. deep. In the centre of each side except on the side against 
the Baths a large market hall opened into the colonnade; that to the 
south is the best seen. It is 32 x 16 metres; was richly decorated with 
marble on the floor and walls which have round and square recesses symme- 
trically arranged. Entrance is obtained from the colonnade by eight openings 
through seven Corinthian pilasters; the roof was of wood and had no central 
3 v. Jahreshefte V, Beiblatt, p. 59. 4 Jhresheftec I, Beiblatt, p. 74. 
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supports; this is inferred from the ashes found inside and the condition of 
the floor. Just before the road reaches the harbour it passes a Hellenistic 
tripylon gate which is not exactly in the centre of the way (Fig. 4).4" The 
central opening is square, while those at the side are arched. The entablature is 
richly decorated and on both sides the openings are flanked by Ionic columns 
in pairs. Further against the harbour was a lofty decorative entrance of 
Roman date in two storeys of the Corinthian order, and of curious shape 
(Fig. 5). Its side against the harbour is straight, while that towards the Great 
Road is semicircular. It seems to date from the second century A.D.4b 
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FIG. 5.-RESTORATION. 
Beyond, various trenches and trial pits have proved the existence of a colon- 
naded quay running along the edge of the harbour, and an exchange to the north 
of the road: but the rapid growth of vegetation, and the presence of water 
which causes the excavations in this marshy ground to silt up, make examin- 
tion very difficult, though an elaborate Roman quay building5 to the south 
can be easily seen. 
Besides the above important excavations, Dr. Benndorf has explored the 
wall of Lysimachus. From the large tower called St. Paul's Prison (Fig. 6), 
a short stretch of wall ran north to the water's edge, and the main wall ran west 
over the crests of two other hills, turned south across the small valley to another 
hill and then went east. But just after it turns east and in the dip between 
4a Figs. 4, 5, and 7 are after drawings by 
Prof. Niemann, and from, clichds 
sent by Dr. 
von Schneider. 
4b Jahreshefte 1899, Beiblctt, p. 19. 5 This was the end of the road from the 
'Agora.' 
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the last hill and Mount Coressus is the Coressian gate, of the usual type flanked 
by two square towers. Then the wall runs east along the topmost ridge of 
Coressus, on whose flat summit is a small square acropolis, and thence it runs 
down to the Magnesian gate. The construction of the wall is interesting. 
It is regularly built of roughly squared blocks of local limestone: the inside is 
filled with smaller stones packed with red earth. There are at more or less 
regular intervals well-built square towers with corbelled windows, and here and 
there along the line of the wall are small posterns. In short, this wall is a fine 
example of early Hellenistic fortification and in very good condition: the 
labour of building it on the steep and rocky ridge of Coressus must have been 
considerable. 
AITYArOY AtOl 
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FiG. 6.-WESTERN END OF LysiMACHEA1N WALL. 
Besides this, Dr. Heberdey has made a careful study of the remains of a 
round building on the hill behind the theatre (Fig. 7). It is in two storeys and 
stands on a square base. The lower storey was of.the Doric order with engaged 
columns. The upper was of the Ionic order and the columns stood free. Further 
above the Ionic entablature the building took a hexagonal form, and probably 
ended in a pyramid. The inside was solid and filled up with rough stone- 
work. It clearly belongs to the Hellenistic period, and Dr. Heberdey sug- 
gests that it was erected to celebrate the Ephesians' victory at sea off Cyme 
over Aristonicus, the claimant of the Pergamene throne (circa B.C. 132).6 
One important topographical difficulty has been solved by the discovery 
6 Jahrcshefte I, Beiblatt, 1899, p. 79. 
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of the Hellenistic tripylon mentioned above. Formerly 7 it was believed that 
the Great Harbour was of Roman date and that a Hellenistic Harbour once 
existed somewhere in the marshy ground north-west of Mr. Wood's Prytaneum, 
between that and the double church. But since the tripylon by the 
Great Harbour is Hellenistic, then that Harbour was both Hellenistic and 
Roman. Dr. Heberdey informs me that excavation on the site of the 
supposed Hellenistic Harbour revealed nothing but late cottages close to the 
surface 8: on digging below them nothing was found for some depth and then 
the trenches filled with water, which is one of the great difficulties excava- 
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FIG. 7.--RESTORATION. 
tion on such a site has always to contend with, and one that can never be 
really overcome. 
Perhaps after all the most interesting of the spoils of Ephesus that 
have been obtained from these excavations are the numerous pieces of 
sculpture, both in bronze and marble, which are now temporarily exhibited in 
the 'Theseus Tempel' in the Volksgarten at Vienna. 
Most important of all is the bronze athlete rather over life size 
7Jahreshefte I. Beiblatt, p. 56. 
H.S.-VOL. XXIII. 
8 v. Arch. Anz. 1903, p. 77. 
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(1-925m. high) already mentioned in this Journal.9 It represents a nude youth 
resting on his right leg (the left being the free leg) in the act of using the 
strigil (Figs. 8 and 9). The left arm is held down at the side with the palm of 
the hand downwards in such a position as just slightly to stiffen the muscles: 
while the right hand which holds the strigil has just reached the wrist in its 
FIG. 8. FIG. 9. 
course down the left arm. The head is inclined down to the left to watch 
the process. Dr. von Schneider 10 in the official catalogue of the exhibition 
claims this statue as an Attic original of the fourth century. This I think is 
impossible: not only is the working of the bronze against it, if one can 
judge by statuiettes, especially the two early Hellenistic bronzes in Constan- 
9 R. C. Bosanquet, 'Archaeology in Greece.' 
Vol. xx. p. 179. 
1o v. Ausstellung von Fundstiicken aus Ephe- 
sos, p. 3. 
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tinople,"1 but the style of the statue is itself against this view. The face in 
profile is handsome and perhaps Praxitelean, but seen from the front it 
appears coarse, heavy, and flat. The hair is brushed up off the forehead in 
the typical Hellenistic manner which is apparently derived from Alexandroid 
heads, and is rendered by thickish curling locks heaped clumsily one on the 
other. The head itself is too big: and there is a swelling bar over the eyes 
which is not of fourth century modelling. Then the exaggeration of the 
muscles of the limbs and torso, especially on the chest where they detach 
FIG. 10. FIG. 11. 
themselves in great slabs, points to a Hellenistic origin. In my opinion this 
bronze is a Roman cast 12 of the first century A.D. of a Hellenistic original of the 
later third century. 
Next come the two pieces of a bronze lampstand already described by 
Mr. Bosanquet in these pages,13 and now illustrated (Figs. 10 and 11). The 
11 Joubin, Catalogue des Bronzes, Nos. 4 and 5. 
The working of the bronze is much nearer 
(though of course not half so thick or clumsy) 
that of the bronze boy (Joubin, op. cit. No. 6) 
from Selelkeh. 
12 There is iu the Museum at Cairo a piece of 
a Roman mould for casting a Polycleitan bronze; 
v. Edgar, Cat. of Moulds. 
13 op. cit. loc. cit. 
AA2 
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delicacy and feeling with which the whole was executed leave no room for 
doubt that we have in these originals of the Hellenistic period. 
First of the marbles comes a fine female head (Fig. 12). This, though 
FIG. 12. FIG. 13. 
clearly Roman in workmanship, is from its severe style and restraint of execution 
an accurate and careful copy of an original of the middle of the fifth century. 
FIG. 14. FIG. 15. 
Though copied with such detail as to lose all spirit it nevertheless is 
of great interest and beauty: it bears some resemblance to the Hesperid on 
the Olympia metope. 
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Number five is a male portrait as Hermes with wings attached to the head 
(Fig. 13). This according to Dr. von Schneider is of Polycleitan style."14 However, 
on examination nothing definitely Polycleitan 
appears. The hair though parted in the 
centre and carefully arranged along the 
forehead, is not rendered by fine close-lying 
curls, but in rather thick locks that stand 
out from the head: besides there is a broad 
flat bar which presses over the eyes at the 
outside corners and this is totally un-Poly- 
cleitan. The deep-set eyes, the weak chin, 
narrow jaw, and irresolute mouth with down- 
curving corners suggest a copy of a Hellen- 
istic portrait, perhaps of Antiochus II. 
Number six is a late and clumsy Roman 
copy of a boy with a duck, clearly a long 
way after the style of Boethus (Fig. 14): 
it resembles very closely the 'Boy with a 
bird' in the Vatican. 
Next is a marble head representing a 
diademed goddess (Fig. 15). Its treatment 
FIG. 16. 
is in general sketchy, but not without grace: it is ordinary Roman work 
of the first century. 
Number fourteen is also Roman, but of an entirely different style and 
FIG. 17. 
character. It is an excellent portrait bust of the Hadrianic period repre- 
senting a priest of the cult of the Imperial house (Fig. 16). All minor 
details such as the eyebrows are closely rendered: but it is good and life- 
like in style. 
Figures No. 17 and 18 represent two panels of the frieze of' Hunting 
Erotes' also previously described by Mr. Bosanquet. 
Last of all is a piece of a most interesting relief which was found face 
1 op. cit. p. 10. The numbers cited are also those of the official catalogue. 
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downwards in the road before the theatre and used as a paving slab. 
It represents the upper half of an Amazon in the attitude of the Poly- 
cleitan statue (Fig. 19). It probably decorated an altar of the later Hellenistic 
period. For in spite of the excellent modelling of the nude part of the 
torso, the details of the face and head are not well rendered, and the 
FIG. 18. 
drapery is clumsily and roughly cut by the drill: and in an earlier 
period more care would have been taken in the execution. Still it is 
most important to find at Ephesus, where the statue was set up, even a copy 
FIG. 19. 
in relief of the masterpiece of Polycleitus. Also deserving of mention is a 
colossal male head and torso from the theatre representing the Demos of 
Ephesus: an inscription found with it leaves no doubt as to its 
identification. 
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FIG. 20. (From Arch. Anz., 1902, p. 153.) 
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Miletus.15 (Fig. 20). 
Beyond the lake of Bafi a range of hills runs from Latmus on the south 
side of the Maeander in a general north-westerly direction. From the most 
northern point of this range two small hills united with the main range by 
a long low-lying isthmus project north-east towards the river, which now 
skirts their slopes. The most easterly of these two hills runs further north, 
and is broader but lower: between this and the higher hill is a swamp mark- 
ing the site of one harbour: east of the isthmus lay another harbour and 
west of it the other two separated by a narrow tongue of land. Further 
west Lade, now a hill, no longer an island, rises from the fever-haunted 
marsh. 
On the south-west slope of the higher hill stands the theatre: it is a 
building of the early Imperial period and proves to be in a good state of 
preservation now it has been laid bare by Dr. Wiegand's excavations. Two 
broad diazomata divide the whole auditorium: the lowest range of seats contains 
five cunei, the middle ten, and the uppermost twenty: it is calculated that 
the theatre would seat twenty-five thousand people. It does not rest in a 
recess of the hill, but is rather built out against it with great curved retain- 
ing walls the same height as the hill, springing out on either side. In the 
thickness of these walls great vaulted branching staircases lead up to the 
diazomata, to which access is obtained through vaulted passages (2-40 m. wide 
and 3-20 m. high) running behind them their whole length and communicating 
with them by frequent openings. Outside the uppermost vaulted passage 
on the top of the hill there seems to have been a kind of 'foyer' running round 
the theatre and entered by several small doors. The seats were of marble 
resting on a foundation of' opus incertum.' The great staircases at either side 
are entered from the north-west and south-west, and north-east and south- 
east; the entrances being on a level with the terrace before the theatre. 
From these entrances staircases (4-05 m. wide and 10 m. high) lead to a wide 
landing, and from here a branch leads to the first diazoma. Farther up two 
branches lead-to take the western side as an example-north-west and 
north-east, and curving round enter the second diazoma from those directions. 
On the right of the north-west staircase (and on the left of the north-east) 
is a series of three large chambers in the wall with windows. Were these 
used for storerooms, or for criminals and the necessary wild beasts ? On the 
top landing there is a row of marble chairs on either side; and all these 
vaulted staircases and chambers were well drained. The orchestra is marble- 
paved and lies 1-85 in. below the lowest row of seats: perhaps there was a 
low balustrade between the orchestra and the passage before the seats, but 
the pavement shews signs of alterations made at the time of the sinking of 
the orchestra. The cornice of the wall round the orchestra is decorated with 
an anthemion and egg and dart moulding ; the wall itself was marble coated 
and pierced by seven niches. As mentioned above, before the staircase 
15 Arch. Anz. 1902, p. 147 seq. 
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entrances there was a wide marble paved terrace: this gave access to the 
logeion on the same level and also by descending staircases to the room 
below the logeion. The stage buildings themselves consist of a long skene 
on the level of the terrace and the lowest row of seats. This, though it had 
no ground floor, clearly possessed a second storey. Before this was the logeion 
on the same level supported by three rows of square pillars; the row next 
to the skene is engaged (Fig. 21). The room below the logeion opened on to 
the orchestra by three doors; of the logeion itself nothing remains. It is 
worth remarking that before the orchestra was lowered it was on the same 
level as the logeion and the two together were then larger than a semicircle. 
The wall in front of the room below the logeion has been raised and 
thickened to serve as a Byzantine fortification wall. Behind the skene is a 
complex of later buildings. 
FIG. 21.--WEST END OF STAGE BUILDING, MILETUS THEATRE. 
Further to the east below the theatre hill a trench reveals a street 
running southwards from the harbour towards the great southern gate. To 
the east of this street on the lowest slope of the hill is a theatre-shaped 
building of marble, which was, as shewn by inscriptions and other discovered 
objects, undoubtedly the Bouleuterion. Two flights of steps divided the 
seats into three cunei, and the 'orchestra,' nearly a perfect circle, is entered 
by four doors from the large colonnaded square in front. In this colonnaded 
square stood a great central altar decorated with a bucrania and garland 
ornament. Here were found fragments of two friezes, one mythological, 
and the other decorated with trophies of arms like the balustrade of the 
Pergamene Stoa. This latter belongs to the Corinthian propylaea of the 
square. From the unfortunately very fragmentary architrave inscription of 
the Bouleuterion Dr. Wiegand dates it from the reign of Seleucus IV 
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(187-175 B.c.) or that of his immediate successor. Yet further east, and 
opposite to the Bouleuterion, stood a Nymphaeum which formed the end of 
the aqueduct from the Carian hills. It was in two storeys: the uppermost, 
which was cemented and served as the cistern, was supported on the vaulting 
of the lower. The outside was covered with marble and decorated with nine 
niches to each storey. Further, before each niche projected an entablature 
supported by red marble columns. North of the Bouleuterion square and 
towards the Harbour some water-filled trenches mark the position of the 
small 1o agora. For south of the Bouleuterion there has been discovered an 
enormous agora, which is not yet fully excavated, though some large sale 
rooms have been cleared. It seems to have been surrounded by a double 
FIG. 22.--MILETUs, SOUTHERN GATE. 
In ceutre, pavement of Trajanic level above late Hellenistic gate (wall visible either side). 
In right hand front corner entrance between towers of early Hellenistic period. 
colonnade, and to have been about 120m. across. Eastwards from the 
Nymphaeum and close to the edge of the Isthmus Dr. Wiegand has cleared 
the centre of some late Roman baths with a hypocaust of vaulted brick. 
But about the most important piece of work yet done is the complete exca- 
vation of the great south gate on the road to Branchidae (Fig. 22). Formerly 
the gate had only been cleared down to the level of 100 A.D., as shewn by an 
inscription of the time of Trajan. About a metre below this was found the 
remains of a late Hellenistic gate flanked on either side by two equal-sized 
rooms which later were converted into fountains. On the left of the entrance 
was a tower (10 x 6m.): on the right the wall projects 5 metres in front of 
the line of the gate. Further outside this gate and not parallel to it lay a 
16 See plan, Arch. Anz. 1901, p. 196. 
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yet earlier gate through which the road ran sideways into the city. It is 
flanked by two square towers, well built of squared masonry, and clearly is of 
the early Hellenistic period when Alexander the Great stormed the city in 
334 B.C. So five periods in the history of Miletus can be determined 
(1) Early Hellenistic; (2) Late Hellenistic; (3) Trajanic, when the level 
of the streets was raised and drains were put down; (4) Reign of Gallienus, 
when the gaps in the wall were hastily repaired to resist the Goths; 
(5) Byzantine, as shewn by the fortifications on the theatre hill. 
Outside the gate Dr. Wiegand has found a street of tombs of all periods, 
chiefly Hellenistic: these however I was prevented from seeing. 
As one follows the line of the wall westwards, one comes to a trench 
that reveals an early circular Christian Church. Next is the western gate 
entered side-ways and guarded by a tower projecting from the wall; on the 
right of it and against the wall is a staircase 3m. broad which ascended to 
the top of the defences. The course of the wall can then be followed all along 
the west side. Northwards Dr. Wiegand has found the line of the great 
street (5m. wide with a sewer) from the theatre to the south-west gate: on 
either side are late houses. Then south of the theatre, by the ruins of a later 
building, a big trial pit shews the marble floor of a Hellenistic gymnasium 
with an inscription of the usual type cut on the pavement. Also there was 
apparently a stoa west of the gymnasium. Besides this some trial pits and 
trenches cut on the east slope of the theatre hill and on the top of the other 
hill reveal portions of well drained streets and Roman houses, many paved 
with ordinary mosaic work. 
ALAN J. B. WACE. 
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